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1. The Bade/Ngizim Group of Chadic
Bade/Ngizim comprises three distinct but closely related languages spoken in northeastern Nigeria. These languages belong to the Chadic family, which is, itself, a member of
the Afroasiatic phylum. Within Chadic, there are four branches: Masa, East Chadic, BiuMandara, and West Chadic—see Ruhlen (1991), who elaborates on the classification of
Newman (1977) . Bade/Ngizim, called “Bade Proper” in Ruhlen (1991),1 is in the West
Branch of Chadic, and more specifically in Group B of that Branch. The tree shows the
genetic linguistic position of Bade/Ngizim. The maps show the geographic location.
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1Ruhlen (1991:321) lists Bade and Ngizim under his “Bade Proper”, with the third language, Duwai, listed
as non-classified member of the Bade-Warji subgroup. Duwai is very close to Bade and Ngizim and clearly
belongs within the same subgroup as those languages.
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As the genetic tree shows, the three major languages of the Bade/Ngizim group are
Bade, Ngizim, and Duwai. Of the three, Bade is the largest and also the most dialectally
diverse. Ngizim and Duwai do not show much internal differentiation. Schuh (1981)
discusses Bade dialects and what is known of the histories of these peoples.
Prior to the 20th century, the primary outside linguistic and cultural influence was from
the Kanuri to the east. This influence is evident in the many Kanuri loanwords in all three
languages and the fact that Kanuri, rather than Bade, is the traditional language of court of
the Emir of Bade. Over the past century, Hausa language and culture from the west have
become dominant, the result being that most recent loanwords in Bade/Ngizim languages
are from Hausa. Despite these outside cultural and linguistic influences, Bade and Ngizim
remain robust, and are still the first languages for several thousand people. Duwai appears
to be losing ground, and will probably give way to Hausa within a generation or two.
This paper will concentrate on sound changes that have affected obstruent consonants
in Bade and Ngizim. Data from Duwai, and sometimes from more distantly related languages will elucidate the changes which have taken place in Bade and Ngizim. Data on
Bade/Ngizim come from field work on these languages which I did in 1969-70 and
1973-75.
2. Obstruent Devoicing in Bade and Voicing in Ngizim
In this section, we concentrate on word initial obstruents. For many words, cognate
items in the three languages of the Bade/Ngizim group have identical intial obstruents. In
such cases, there is no reason to reconstruct a proto-Bade/Ngizim initial obstruent different
from the one which the languages share. Bade citations are from the Western dialect unless
followed by (G) for the Gashua dialect; Duwai items in parentheses are either not cognate
with Bade and Ngizim or have undergone changes which obscure their relation to the Bade
and Ngizim words; in the “other Chadic” column, “H” = Hausa, “B” = Bole, both
languages of the West Chadic-A branch of the Chadic family.2
2Special

symbols are as follows: ∫, ﬁ are implosive bilabial and alveolar stops respectively; © represents a
high, central unrounded vowel [È]. Acute accent (´) shows high tone, grave accent (`) shows low tone,
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Table 1. Identical obstruent correspondents in Bade, Ngizim, and other Chadic

‘black’
‘morning’
‘horn’
‘four’
‘cook
‘roast’
‘go out’
‘five’
‘moon’
‘find’
‘lay out’
‘pound’
‘wood’
‘give water’
‘stick’
‘smoke’
‘stomach’
‘eat (meat)’
‘chin’
‘rooster’

Recon. Bade
Obst.
*p
p©;lka;
p©;ﬁ©;ku;
*f
fuæwa;an
f©;ﬁu;
*b
b©ænu;
baæku;
*v
v©æru;
vaæﬁì
*t
t©;la\an
taæsu;
*s
s©ænu;
saæpﬁu;
*d
d©æma;an
d©æ∫u;
*z
za;wa;n
zaækwa;an
*k
kuæna;an
kìiﬁu;
*g
guæmc'ân
ga;ska;ma;an

Ngizim

Duwai

p©;l©;k
p©;ﬁ©;k
fuæwaæk
f©;ﬁu;
b©ænu;
baæku;
v©æru;
vaæaﬁ
t©æra;
taæsa;u
s©ænu;
saæpﬁu;
d©æm
d©æ∫u;
za;wa]
zaæawu;k
kuænu;
kìiﬁu;
guæmc'â
gaæska;m

p©;l©;k
p©;ﬁ©;k
fo]k
f©;ﬁuæ
b©æno;
(©æpko;)
v©æro;
vaæaﬁ
(kìyaæ)
taæas'uw
æ o;
s©ænaæac'uw
æ o;
(©æsto;)
ìid©æm
d©æ∫uæwo;
(uægwdaæi)
za'u
kuænu;
kìiﬁo;
guæmc'â
guæv©ægu;m

other Chadic

H> huﬁu
H> ba;bbaæke;e
B> baæﬁì
B> teære;

H> su;rfaæa

B> za;awa;

H> ge;emuæu ^beard&

In contrast to the words in Table 1, where Bade and Ngizim have the same initial
obstruents, there are words where initial obstruents of the two languages differ from each
other. In such cases, Bade invariably has a voiceless obstruent and Ngizim has the voiced
counterpart. I present data in three tables:
Table 2: Bade: voiceless; Ngizim: voiced; Duwai or other Chadic: voiced
Ba/Ng/Ch
Corr.
‘ashes’
p/b/b
‘hare’
f/v/v
‘blood’
t/d/d
‘guinea fowl’ s/z/z

Bade

Ngizim

Duwai

other Chadic

p©;b©æt©;n
fâidaæ (G)
t©;d©æm©;n
sa;avaænyân

b©;b©;t
vâidaæ
d©;d©;m
za;abaænu;

b©æbu;t
vìidaæ
d©æd©;m
(s©;v©æno;)

B> buæto;
B> doæm
H> zaæabo;o

macron ( \) shows downstepped high tone, circumflex accent (^) shows falling tone, a doubled vowel shows a
long vowel. Bole citations are from personal field notes. Hausa data can be verified in Abraham (1962) .
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‘honey; bee’
‘goose’
‘navel’
‘earth’
‘duiker’
‘tall’
‘short’

k/g/g

c'©v; uæwa;n
s©]gva;n
sa;baæwu;
k©;gaæi (G)
ka;duæwa;an
ku]zv©;r (G)
ku]gv©;n

z'ab; uæwaæ
z©;bgaæ
za;ba;u
gaæga;i
ga;duæwaæ
gu]zv©;r
ga]gwv©;n

z'©gæ vo;
z©ægvaæ
zaæaba;u
gìyâ
(∫©ægaæ)
guæzv©;r
guæb©æguæm

H> gaæda;a

Table 3. Bade: voiceless; Ngizim: voiced; Duwai or other Chadic: voiceless

‘spray’
‘woven tray’
‘clear field’
‘seed’
‘chicken’
‘pumpkin’

Ba/Ng/Ch
Corr.
p/b/p
t/d/t
s/z/s
k/g/k

Bade

Ngizim

Duwai

other Chadic

paæzwu;
t©;ba\n
saævìyu;
sa;da\an
ka;az©æﬁaæko;n
kaæabâyo\n

baæzìyu;
d©;ba]
zaæbìyu;
za;da;k
ga]aza;
gaæa∫âyaæwu;3

@(faæaro;)
(da;fto\)
saæap©æro;
s©æda;k
kâiz'ìya;
(©æskaæt)

H> fe;esaæa
H> taæafâi ‘palm’
H> sa;ssaæbe;e
H> kaæaza;a
H> kaæbe;ewaæa

Table 4. Bade: voiceless; Ngizim: voiced; no available evidence from other Chadic
Ba/Ng Corr. Bade
‘bran’
p/b
p©;ja\an
‘money’
t/d
ta]gda;an
‘slaughter’
s/z
sìidu;
‘lake’
k/g
ku]mba;an
‘heart’
ka;za\an
‘break (rope)’
kaædu;

Ngizim
b©]jâ
da]gwda;
zìidu;
gu;mbaæk
ga;za;faæ
gaædu;

To summarize, Table 1 shows that Bade and Ngizim do have voiced and voiceless
obstruents in contrast and that in many cognate items, the two languages have the same
consonant. On the other hand, Tables 2-4 show that there are cognate items where Bade
has a voiceless obstruent corresponding to its voiced counterpart in Ngizim.
What accounts for the latter correspondences? The answer lies in the nature of the
consonant beginning the second syllable of a word. In the words in Tables 2-4, the second
syllable always begins in a voiced obstruent. In the words in Table 1, the second syllable
begins in a consonant other than a voiced obstruent. That consonant may be a nasal, as in
3The

∫ in the Ngizim word probably is the result of a recent, non-regular change. All comparative evidence
points to reconstructing a medial *b in this word.
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the word for ‘cook’, a liquid, as in the word for ‘moon’, a glide, as in the word for ‘horn’,
a voiceless obstruent, as in the word for ‘burn’, or an implosive as in the word for ‘four’.
In order to account for the data in Tables 2-4, we must propose two sound changes, one
affecting Bade, one affecting Ngizim:
σ
* -sonorant > [-voice] / σ
-implosive
___ … -sonorant …
-implosive
+voice
A syllable initial non-implosive obstruent changes to its voiceless counterpart when the
next syllable begins in a non-implosive voiced obstruent, e.g.

BADE VOICING DISSIMILATION:

proto-Bade/Ngizim *b©b©t- > Bade p©b©t- ‘ashes’ (see Table 2)
σ
* -sonorant > [+voice] / σ
-implosive
___ … -sonorant …
-implosive
+voice
A syllable initial non-implosive obstruent changes to its voiced counterpart when the
next syllable begins in a non-implosive voiced obstruent, e.g.

NGIZIM VOICING ASSIMILATION:

proto-Bade/Ngizim *paziyu > Ngizim baæzìyu; ‘spray’ (see Table 3)
The changes as formulated have “[-implosive]” as part of the specification of both the
affected sound and the conditioning environment in order to exclude the sounds ∫ and ﬁ.
From a phonetic point of view, inclusion of the [-implosive] feature may not be necessary.
Although implosives have glottal vibration, this seems to be a somewhat different
articulatory feature from the voicing of regular obstruent sounds.

Implosives do not

condition either the Bade nor Ngizim change, as words like ‘four’, ‘give water’, and others
in Table 1 show, nor do implosives undergo either of the sound changes, e.g. the initial
sound in Bade and Ngizim ﬁ©æbdu; ‘sell’ is a “voiced” implosive in both languages.
Although the Bade and Ngizim sound changes produce opposite effects in the two
languages, comparative evidence makes it clear that both changes had to have taken place.
In Table 2, the comparative evidence from languages other than Bade and Ngizim shows
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that the original initial consonants must have been voiced, and thus that Bade must have
devoiced the original sound. To claim that the voiceless sound of Bade was original would
require that we claim that Ngizim and the other, more distantly related Chadic languages
underwent a voicing change independently of each other. Not only is there no evidence to
support such a claim, but also this claim would countervene the normal principle of
choosing the hypothesis that requires the fewest independent changes.
The opposite situation obtains with respect to obstruent voicing in Ngizim but the same
reasoning applies for the data in Table 3, i.e. the comparative evidence from languages
other than Bade and Ngizim makes it clear that the original sound was voiceless and that
Ngizim has voiced the original sound.
In the case of the data in Table 4, the same relationship holds between the consonants
of Bade and Ngizim as in Tables 2-3, i.e. Bade has a voiceless obstruent and Ngizim has a
voiced obstruent when the next syllable begins with a voiced obstruent, but at the current
state of our knowledge of Chadic languages, no comparative Chadic data are available to
tell us whether the intial consonant in any one of these items was originally voiced or
voiceless. Nonetheless, on the basis of the comparative data of Tables 2-3, we can be sure
that one of the two sound changes has taken place for each of the items in Table 4, and
many others for which we lack comparative data to tell us what the original consonant was.
3. Problems
A number of facts obscure the picture of the changes in obstruent voicing which have
taken place in Bade and Ngizim, or at least these facts complicate the formulation of the
changes. First, is the following change which has taken place in Bade:
BADE RESYLLABIFICATION:

*#C1©C2 … > #©C1C2 …

where C1 + C2 form a permissible consonant sequence
that is, in Bade, when the first syllable of word in proto-Bade/Ngizim had the form *C1©
AND when the first two consonants of the word could form a permissible sequence, the
first syllable became ©C1. See Schuh (1978) for complete discussion of this change.
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Table 5. Examples of BADE RESYLLABIFICATION

(1)
‘husband’
‘neck’
‘tail’
(2)
‘trash heap’

protoBade/Ngizim

Bade

Ngizim

other Chadic

•m©s©•w©ra
•kw©t©r

©æms©;n > mæs©;n
©æwra- > uæura;an
©ækwt©ær©;n

m©æs©æk
wuæra;
kuæt©;r

H> mâj'ìi < •mizi
H> wu;yaæa < •wura
H> ku;tuærâi ‘buttocks’

•b©z©k

a;ﬁa;a-bz©æk©;n

b©æz©' kæ

H> j'âbj'âi < •zibzii

‘head[of] tr. heap’

‘monkey’
‘monitor’
(3)
‘crocodile’
‘six’

•v©j'i
•g©zan

©ævja;an
©ægzaæn©;n

v©æjâ'
g©æza' næ

B> bìdoæ
H> gu;zaæa

•k©d©m
•s©du

©ægd©æm©;n
©æzduæ

D> kaæd©;m4
z©æduæ

B> ka;daæm
H> s'âdaæ

The words in group (1) do not contain any voiced obstruents and more or less retain the
original consonant pronunciations in Bade, even after BADE RESYLLABIFICATION. The
words in groups (2-3) have voiced obstruents at the beginning of the second syllable and
hence provide the environment for BADE VOICING DISSIMILATION and NGIZIM VOICING
ASSIMILATION.

The comparative evidence shows that the words in group (2) originally

had initial voiced obstruents and those in group (3) had initial voiceless obstruents. As
expected, all these words in Ngizim now have initial voiced obstruents, those in group (2)
having retained the original consonants and those in group (3) having undergone NGIZIM
VOICING ASSIMILATION.

The Bade words in groups (2-3), contrary to the expectation from BADE VOICING
DISSIMILATION,

all have voiced obstruents as the first consonant. The reason is another

change, OBSTRUENT VOICING AGREEMENT, which can be formulated as follows:
OBSTRUENT VOICING AGREEMENT:

 -sonorant  → [αvoice] / ___  -sonorant
-implosive
αvoice 

A non-implosive obstruent must agree in voice with an immediately following
obstruent.
4I

cite the Duwai word here. The Ngizim word for ‘crocodile’ is ka;ra;m, a Kanuri loanword (this may,
itself, be an ancient loanword from some Chadic language into Kanuri). Several rivers run through the Bade
and Duwai area, but there are no permanent watercourses in the Ngizim area where crocodiles might live.
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This is not a sound change, per se, but rather a condition on the pronunciation of consonant
sequences (which holds in both Bade and Ngizim—and most other languages of the
world). It is hard to say whether BADE RESYLLABIFICATION took place before BADE
VOICING DISSIMILATION,

preventing the latter sound change from every applying, or

whether the change in voicing did take place, followed by resyllabification, which caused
the consonants to become revoiced in items such as those in Table 5, groups (2-3).
Whichever the case, OBSTRUENT VOICING AGREEMENT accounts for the apparent
exceptions to BADE VOICING DISSIMILATION exemplified in Table 5.
A second category of words which obscures Bade and Ngizim obstruent voicing
changes consists of loanwords. The first section of this paper mentioned the linguistic
influence of the neighboring Kanuri and Hausa languages. Table 6 shows some items
borrowed into Bade and Ngizim from these languages:
Table 6. Loanwords which do not conform to Bade and Ngizim (de)voicing processes
‘tobacco’
‘medicine’
‘gun’
‘woven cotton strips’

Bade
taæaba] (G)
kaærguæn©;n
b©ænd©;gân
gaæbaæga;an

Ngizim
taæaba]
kaærgu]n
b©;nd©;gâ
gaæbaæga;

Source
H> ta;abaæa
K> kuærgu]n
K> b©;nd©;g©æ
K> gaæbaæga;

For items like ‘tobacco’ and ‘medicine’, the Ngizim forms which NGIZIM VOICING
ASSIMILATION

would predict would be *daaba and *gargun respectively. For items like

‘gun’ and ‘woven cotton strips’, the Bade forms which BADE VOICING DISSIMILATION
would predict would be *p©nd©gin and *kabagaan respectively.
In the case of Ngizim, there is no evidence that NGIZIM VOICING ASSIMILATION is any
longer an active process. The most obvious explanation for the pronunciation of ‘tobacco’
and ‘medicine’ is that they were borrowed after the Ngizim sound change ceased being active. The same comment probably also applies to Bade. Bade does have some morphological features which suggest that BADE VOICING DISSIMILATION has been a productive
phonological process, e.g. there are reduplicated verbs such as faæav©æru; ‘(repeatedly) go
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out’ derived from v©æru; ‘go out’ with the initial reduplicated syllable fa;a- dissimilated from
*vaa-. However, there are other reduplicated forms, such as vuæuvuæutu; ‘work bellows’
where dissimilation has not taken place. Forms like faæav©æru; may thus have become frozen
lexical items at a time when BADE VOICING DISSIMILATION was still productive.
Finally, there are words which, at our current state of knowledge, we must simply list
as unexplained exceptions. A notable example is the name the people use for themselves,
ba;de\n, which BADE VOICING DISSIMILATION would predict should have become *paden!
4. Conclusion
Two sound changes, BADE VOICING DISSIMILATION and NGIZIM VOICING
ASSIMILATION,

have produced opposite voicing properties of word-initial obstruents in

two closely related West Chadic languages.

The conditioning environment for both

changes is the presence of a voiced obstruent beginning the next syllable of the word. In
many words, comparative evidence from the closely related Duwai language, as well as
more distantly related Chadic languages, shows what the original consonant was, but in
other items, where we currently lack relevant cognate items outside Bade/Ngizim, it is not
possible to tell which language retains the original consonant and which has changed.
A further change in Bade, BADE RESYLLABIFICATION, has caused the first two consonants of a large class of words to become a consonant sequence, and because of the requirement that obstruents in a sequence share voicing, obstruents in these cases have been
removed from the environment for BADE VOICING DISSIMILATION. Besides this regular
class of items where dissimilation has not taken place, the presence of loanwords which do
not show the predicted voicing patterns has obscured the regularity of the sound changes in
both Bade and Ngizim. These words must have entered the languages after the sound
changes ceased to be productive processes. Borrowing does not account for all the apparent exceptions to the two sound changes in either language, however, showing that further
research is necessary before we understand the full picture of historical change in this language group.
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